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1. Supplementary agreement 
These Supplementary Terms and Conditions apply to optional 
inclusive services which you can choose from when purchasing 
certain subscriptions, and are a supplement to the General Terms 
and Conditions for Telia Denmark’s telephony services (business). 
In case of conflict, these Supplementary Terms and Conditions 
take precedence over the General Terms and Conditions. 
 
 
2. Scope 
Inclusive services costs DKK 0 unless stated otherwise. If the 
subscription does not include any services or these have been 
used up within a given billing period, the service may be 
purchased. In this case, the service will be payable in advance 
together with the subscription. 
 
2.1 Extra Data Card 
Extra Data Card is a service for a Telia subscription whereby the 
inclusive data volume can be split onto an extra data card. The 
extra data card can only be used for data and texts, and an 
additional 5 GB of data will accompany the extra data card each 
month, which can be used in the EU. Usage on extra SIM cards 
counts towards the Customer’s total data usage, as it uses  the 
Customer’s data package. Both cards can be used at the same 
time. 
 
2.2 Third-party services 
The use of third-party services is subject to the conditions 
displayed on the provider’s own web pages. 
Services require access to a data connection, and the data traffic 
used on a given service will count towards any inclusive data 
volume. 
See terms and conditions from Mondux insurance at the back of 
these T&C. 
 
 
3. Notice of termination 
Whether services are purchased or inclusive, they can be changed 
once a month, and the change will always take effect on the first of 
the month. There is thus also a minimum period of a month, after 
which the service can be terminated without notice (if it has been 
purchased) or replaced with another (if it is included in the 
subscription). If you have chosen a discount on your mobile as an 
optional service, this cannot be changed within the tie-in period. If 
you terminate the subscription, the inclusive services will cease. 
Some services require a data connection. 


